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ABSTRACT
In the process of mass extinction by minor body impact on Earth the surface temperature drop is most
important and fundamental factor.  Here the analytical model for estimation of surface temperature drop
after blown up of multiple impacts dust to stratosphere is established.  Propriety of the model is verified
by an estimation of surface temperature drop by Tambola volcano eruption and comparison of it with the
actual measurement of northern hemisphere temperature drop in that time.
For some assumed example of multiple impacts surface temperature drops are estimated using the
established model.  The example are impacts of two 0.5 km diameter asteroids, impacts of one 0.5 km
plus one 1 km diameters asteroids and so on.  The estimated surface temperature drops of these multiple
impacts are striking and the resulted optical depths of atmosphere become very thick beyond a limit of
photosynthesis.  Then such a estimation of surface temperature drops were carried out for some actual
multiple impacts : for example, Clear-water Lake Craters in Canada, Kara-Ustkara Craters in Russia
and so on.  The resulted temperature drops are terrible.  The drop of surface temperature would result in
some amount of mass extinction if there were creatures on Earth in that time.
The impact of 10 km minor body in 65 My ago brought about the mass extinction in K-T boundary.
However, some multiple impacts might cause another mass extinctions in the Earth history.  On the
Earth's surface only about 160 craters were found, and there might be many craters under the jungle
forests in Africa and Brazil and taiga in Siberia.  Remote sensing technology is very helpful for detection
of such unknown craters.  From the view point of mass extinction by minor body impact, it is necessary
to search not only single craters but also multiple craters.
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